Coalition of Arts & Science Directors (CASD)
2018-19

CASD consists of directors of EDU B/Cs and directors of undergraduate programs. The mandate is to provide directors with a venue for questions to be raised about administrative processes, as well providing information to the membership from the Dean's Office.

Co-chairs: Dwayne Benjamin, Vice-Dean, Graduate Education
Alana Boland, Associate Dean, Teaching & Learning
John Magee, Vice-Dean, Faculty & Academic Life
Jay Pratt, Vice-Dean, Research & Infrastructure

EDU B
Diaspora & Transnational Studies, Centre for –
Kevin O’Neill
Dunlap Institute for Astronomy & Astrophysics -
Bryan Gaensler
European, Russian & Eurasian Studies, Centre for -
Randall Hansen
Mark S. Bonham Centre for Sexual Diversity Studies
- Dana Seitler

EDU C
Archaeology Centre - Edward Swenson
Analysis of Genome Evolution & Function
(CAGEF), Centre for - David Guttman
Asian Institute, Richard Charles Lee - Rachel Silvey
Biological Timing & Cognition, Centre for (CBTC)
- John Peever
Buddhist Studies, The Robert H. N. Ho Family
Foundation Centre for - Frances Garrett
Ethics, Centre for - Markus Dubber
France et du monde francophone, Centre d’études, de la (CEFMF), Paul Perron
Global Change Science, Centre for - Richard Peltier
Impact Centre - Cynthia Goh
Islamic Studies, Institute of - Anver Emon
Jackman Humanities Institute - Alison Keith
Korea, Centre for the Study of – Emily Gilbert
Latin American Studies - Susan Antebi
Mathematical Finance, Master of - Luis Seco
School of Cities – Matti Siemiatycki
Toronto Region Statistics Canada, Research Data
Centre - Daniel Silver
Quantum Information & Quantum Control Centre
for (CQIQC) - Daniel James
United States, Centre for the Study of the (CSUS) –
Nicholas Sammond

PROGRAMS:
Academic Bridging Program (WW) - Thomas Socknat
African Studies (NC) - Marieme Lo
Asia-Pacific Studies, Dr. David Chu Program in (Munk)
-Takashii Fujitani
Book & Media Studies (SMC) - Paolo Granata
Canadian Studies (UC) – Emily Gilbert
Caribbean Studies (New) - Melanie Newton
Celtic Studies (SMC) – Randy Boyagoda
Christianity and Culture (SMC) - Giulio Silano
Cognitive Science (UC), Ana Pérez-Leroux
Ethics, Society & Law (Trinity) – Simone Weil Davies,
Acting
Equity Studies (NC) – Mojab Shahrzad
Health Studies (UC) - Sarah Wakefield
Immunology (Trinity) - Thierry Mallevaey
International Relations (Trinity) - John J. Kirton (Interim)
Medieval Studies (SMC) - Alexander Andrée
Reformation and Renaissance Studies (CRRS) – Ethan Matt Kavaler
Renaissance Studies (VIC) - Manuela Scarci
South Asian Studies, Centre for (EDU-D) -
Christoph Emmrich
Trudeau Centre for Peace, Conflict & Justice (EDU-
D) - Paola Salardi
Urban Studies, (Innis) - David Roberts (Acting)